2006 pontiac grand prix door panel removal

Need to put in a new window regulator motor. Do you. Removal procedure: Insert a flat-bladed
tool at the front edge of the door handle bezel. Pull the bezel away from the door to disengage
the retaining clips. Use a flat-bladed tool to remove the cover plate from the armrest pull handle
first image. Using a thin walled socket, remove the screws 1 from the pull handle second image.
Beginning at the lower rear of the door, use J to disengage the trim panel from the rear door
inner panel. Lift the trim panel to disengage the channel at the top edge and to clear the door
lock button. If equipped, disconnect the electrical connector for the power window switch.
Remove the rear door trim panel from the vehicle. Third image just for panel view on clips. Good
luck and hope instructions help. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. Please login or
register to post a reply. A door panel is used to cover the inside part of the door and hide the
inner working of the door accessory's such as the window and door latch mechanisms. This
padded Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Asked by Tomahawk Feb 07, at PM.
Window wnt go up. It will go dwn using switch but wont go dwn using switch. Thnk it fell off
track. DavidH25 answered 8 years ago. Screws on door handle recess, then pop off panel, buy
new clips before you begin they will probably not be able to be re used. Then if it simply fell of
the track, easy fix. Good luck. Tomahawk answered 8 years ago. Thnks fr info. And its an 06
grand prix. Thought it was same as my ex wifes car but wasn't sure. But I'm sure it will come off
same way. Thnks again. Sometimes screws are behind the reflector and under the window
control panel. They are a 3 Phillips head. My Pontiac has a indentation in the bottom center to
start pulling the panel free. Ilregal answered 8 years ago. First remove the door hinges, gently
lay the door on something that won't let it get scratched, then get a very sturdy and long type
pry bar and you with very little effort will have full access to your window motor, guaranteed.
Then when repair is done break out a large tube of silicon caulking like used with caulking gun
and place what was previously removed and thoroughly caulk everything and replace on door
hinges. Bag looking for all those stupid little screws. Hope that helps.. I am having issues with a
short to ground and have narrowed it down to the rear drivers side door. I am having to remove
the door panel and would love some direction on how to do this without messing I removed 1
10mm screw and all the plastic white pieces are out but at the handle I can't get it to come off. I
need to remove a dish style dent from the outside of the door. I can push it out if I can remove
the inside panel. I need to know how to repair the window trim on the rear door. It is the black
rubber type of material that lines the small fixed window on the rear doors. It is cracked and
breaking away, Also does o I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed
by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered
reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content
will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. How do I remove rear
door panel on a 09 pontiac, to access window? Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Pontiac question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Pontiac Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Power door lock problems it started with the rear
drivers side door not unlocking then the passenger rear door not unlocking then a few weeks
later the passenger front door not unlocking. The doors will lock correctly. I find it hard to
believe the lock actuators in three doors went bad. Any ideas where to start? Do you. Hello, It
looks like you have a BCM that is going out because it controls all of the doors but to be sure
lets check the fuses that run the system. Here is the BCM location and the fuse panel diagrams.
Check out the diagrams Below Please run this test and get back to us. Images Click to enlarge.
Was this answer. I love this site. I just replaced the power door lock actuator and it still does not
work. All of the other ones work. Just the rear passenger one does not work. Have you checked
to see which your missing at the door lock actuator connector power or ground when locking or
unlocking the door? The door lock button on my drivers side door does not work. The key fob
locks the door, and the door locks when I put the car in gear. What might be wrong with the
button on the door and is there a way to fix it myself? They have plastic clips that hold them to
the door lock connection. Alot of times those clips break and the linkage doesn't work any
longer. You need to remove the door panel to get the clip to fix it. The clip costs about a quarter.
Please login or register to post a reply. The Horn Will Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's
Free! Forums New posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new.
New posts. Log in. Install the app. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Thread starter buickgirl Start date Nov 27, Has anyone ever experienced
this problem? I purchased this car not long ago. Long story short I can not use the keys to
unlock or lock my car. I can lock and unlock only with the remote. The key can start the car. The
key when inserted in the door doesn't turn at all. What are my options? How difficult would it be

to take the door panel off? If the prior owner changed the ignition wouldn't he get a key to
match the car's old key or does a new ignition cylinder come with new keys? EaOutlaw Active
member. If the key doesn't work try inserting the key and pull it out slightly while wiggling it and
trying to unlock the door. If you still do not have any luck take a close look at the key. Does it
look brand new, like it was recently made? It may have sharp edges on it, look at it with a
magnifying glass and compare it to any other automotive keys you have. If you see sharp edges
that do not look like your other automotive keys try taking a wire brush or some fine sand paper
to it, round the edges down some. Do not take too much metal away. If this doesn't work, then
for sure the previous owner just gave you the wrong key. If all the barrels look like they are the
same age, I would pull the barrel from the glove box or the trunk, either of those would be easier
to remove than getting one from the door. If you decided to remove the door panel. Since you
seem like the type of person whom is willing to work on your car. A manual is your best tool,
however you can get the same information online through a subscription. Alldata diy or Mitchell
1 diy both of these companies charge you for a subscription but is well worth the minor cost to
avoid causing damage to your car while working without one. I lubricated the only key barrel on
the car which is on the drivers door. I used some kind of silicone lubricant on it, sprayed it and
let it soak for two days. When I insert the key into the door lock it goes in but there's resistance
when I pull it out. The glove box is another story. It just doesn't want to go in at all. I've spoken
to a local locksmith and he says he can't make a key using the glove box barrel I figured that
would be the easiest to remove because a door barrel has 6 pins whereas the glove box barrel
has 3. I called the dealership and they were nice enough to give me the key code for my car.
With this code can I have a local locksmith make a key? The next question is will the key be
good for the door or the ignition cylinder? The big question is are you using a valet key to start
the car? If this is the case the key code you do have should work, I am pretty sure a lock smith
may be able to use the code but you will have to call and find out. As EaOutlaw stated no matter
what you do you will end up with two keys. Since you have the original key code you will have
to find a locksmith capable of cutting the key based on the code. If you purchased this car not
too long ago have you tried contacting the seller to shed some light on the key situation? Both
keys I have have a black plastic top. I don't mind having two keys, one for the door and one for
the ignition. I contacted the seller but he says those are the only keys he's ever had and he said
he never replaced the ignition switch. He had it for 6 years, perhaps the first and original owner
replaced it. I don't think I have the valet key since you said it is grey. Both mines have a black
plastic coated top. Okay I looked at both keys and they look the same. Last edited: Nov 29, BTW
the OE blank for a GM transponder is more than 20 bucks, it is likely when you go to this lock
smith he will go sorry I do not have that key blank. I'll try to post pictures. I tried my other key
and it was able to lock and unlock the glove box. However, both keys still don't lock or unlock
the doors but will start the car. Spray some wd in the lock cylinder of the door then try and lock
and unlock the door, it may just be stuck from not being used. LOL do not break the key, you
would have to force the key to break it. Do not force it. Keys normally break when they have
been previously bent and re straightened. If your worried about wrecking the one key that you
have that works two out of three lock cylinders have a new one made. I would have a key made
by GM with the code they provided you. I am percent positive the two keys you have are
different in some way, they are either cut different or one or both is damaged or worn in
someway. If you have a smart phone or digital camera take pictures of both sides of each key
zoom in using a tripod. I've been soaking the door cylinder with a silicone oil lubricant since
last Tuesday. Both keys have a Pontiac logo imprinted into the black plastic top. The car has
,km. Thanks for all your help. This is a wonderful site. EaOutlaw said:. How much force is too
excessive? If the key doesn't turn should I vise grip the key and turn it with the visegrip pliers?
A subscription to mitchell 1 diy is like 15 bucks. You can not go wrong if you have the manual
and read the instructions and ask questions if you read something you do not understand. This
online database may have the information you need for your radio as well. Many of the
problems people come on here looking for help for are normally insanely easy to repair
problems with the right information. It is so much more gratifying for the owner to read the
information covered in the manual learn how that item works and how to diagnose it and how to
repair or replace it. Yet with today's cars and the multiple computers,seemingly miles of wiring,
Air bags etc trying a repair without a manual is like playing Russian roulette. However you will
be shooting holes through your car and not your head thankfully. I am willing to bet if you took
the time you spent on this problem without the manual. Focused on what your good at, and
what you make money with. Either by working overtime or side jobs you would have enough
money to buy a new radio, and all the new lock cylinders and new keys plus p
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ay to have those keys programmed, yet have plenty of cash to buy the information and tools
you need to do the job yourself. I am not saying we would just toss you in the pool and have
you sink or swim, we could be there for you every step of the way when it comes to finding the
information in the manual or online database. Sure there may be things you read that you do not
understand that is why we are here to help you understand what your reading and where to
start. I have many years experience and lots of tools, yet if I was there at your house working on
your car, I would need a manual. Or I would be no different than a gorilla that would try and rip
the door panel off with my bare hands breaking or damaging your car parts while trying to help.
Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

